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How do ordinals measure the strength and computational power of formal
theories and what information can be gleaned from this correlation? This
will be the guiding question of this talk. The connection between ordinal
representation systems and theories is established in ordinal analysis, a cen-
tral area of proof theory. Ordinal-theoretic proof theory came into existence
in 1936. Gentzen showed that transfinite induction up to the ordinal

ε0 = sup{ω, ωω, ωωω

, . . . } = least α. ωα = α

suffices to prove the consistency of Peano Arithmetic, PA. To appreciate
Gentzen’s result it is pivotal to note that he applied transfinite induction
up to ε0 solely to primitive recursive predicates and besides that his proof
used only finitistically justified means. Hence, a more precise rendering of
Gentzen’s reads as follows:

F + PR-TI(ε0) ` Con(PA), (1)

where F signifies a theory that is acceptable in finitism (e.g. F = PRA =
Primitive Recursive Arithmetic) and PR-TI(ε0) stands for transfinite induc-
tion up to ε0 for primitive recursive predicates and Con(PA) formalizes the
consistency of PA. Gentzen also showed that his result is best possible in
that PA proves transfinite induction up to α for arithmetic predicates for any
α < ε0. The compelling picture conjured up by the above is that the non-
finitist part of PA is encapsulated in PR-TI(ε0) and therefore “measured” by
ε0, thereby tempting one to adopt the following definition of proof-theoretic
ordinal of a theory T :

|T |Con = least α. PRA + PR-TI(α) ` Con(T ). (2)
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The definition of |T |Con is, however, inherently vague. Another definition
of “the” proof-theoretic ordinal of a theory T (which is independent of a
given ordinal representation) is to take the supremum of all T -provable (com-
putable) well-orderings. The issue of different definitions will be addressed
in the talk. Further definitions will be provided and comparisons be drawn.

The general plan for the talk is the following:

• The origins of Proof theory: Hilbert’s Programme

• Gentzen’s Result

• The General Form of Ordinal Analysis

• Gentzen’s Hauptsatz: Cut Elimination

• A Brief History of Ordinal Representation Systems

• A Brief History of Ordinal Analyses

• Proof Theory of Much Stronger Theories

• An Ordinal Representation System for Kripke-Platek Set The-
ory

• Ordinal Analysis for Kripke-Platek-type Set Theories

• Applications of Ordinal Analysis

1. Combinatorial Independence Results

2. Classification of Provable Functions

3. Equiconsistency Results
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